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Questetra: Cloud Workflow 10.4 Offers Mass-Data Combobox
- Compatible with Customer Master or Postcode List! Kyoto, Japan - November 2nd, 2015 - Questetra, Inc., the global SaaS provider of Business Process
Management (BPM), today announced that they have published the new version 10.4 of the cloud-based
Workflow product "Questetra BPM Suite" on November 2nd, 2015.
In this new version 10.4, significant speeding up has been achieved in "Combo-box form" (Search select) in
the data input screen. This will allow a Select input form to set up to refer a Master data which is as large as
tens of thousands of articles. For example, by registering "Customer Master" in the Workflow platform,
"Selection of a Customer" in invoicing or billing operation will become more efficient and accurate. It is
also possible to register entire "Postcode-address Master" which the number of records reaches 150,000.
Screenshots: http://www.questetra.com/info/search-select-20151102/

Reference Japanese Postal Code Master

Questetra BPM Suite
Continuous improvement of Business Processes is the activities that are indispensable to the improvement of
corporate performance. Today, Workflow products and BPM products which are designed to help
improvement activities have come to make the human processing into unmanned, not only supporting the
data passing from person to person. (BPM: Business Process Management)
"Questetra BPM Suite" is a Cloud-based Workflow product
which you can start running wherever connectable to the
Internet, and also is a BPM product. It controls, makes
unmanning, and visualizes the operations, not only for the
day-to-day operations of the office workers, but also even
for the operations of Teleworkers or outsourced. The
greatest characteristic is its capability of configuring the
flow of the business with Drag & drop. And the Designing
of business processes, will be conducted quickly and
flexibly by "the people who know the business To-Be" for
themselves. (Free for up to 10 Users)

Speeding up Combo-box (Search-select)
The processing speed of the Data Selection Form that refers to the "Options master" (options XML), has become significantly
faster. For example, a setting of input completion of data, such as "Address" and "Postcode" in referring the entire Postcode list
which reaches to 150,000 lines, is now available. You can confirm the operation on the demonstration system in the following
URL. http://en.workflow-sample.net/2015/11/zipcode-xml.html

Other Improvements
Debugging Execution:
A designer of Business Process Definition (Process Model) becomes to be able to test run a Process Model (Debugging execution)
in the middle of designing. From now on, you are able to flow testing Issues freely, without affecting the Process Models in
operation nor Issue processing logs, whereas previously there was a need to test operation on another Workflow environment
when you have modified many parts.
User Timezone:
It becomes capable of displaying by the Timezone of each User of the time information on Issue date and in the logs of Issue
processing, etc. It allows overseas staffs and remote workers who are working in different Timezone from the system standard
time (server time) to recognize the time information more easily.
Request Message Throwing (enhanced):
In the function of HTTP Request automatic sending to external servers, it becomes capable of sending any text as Request body.
However, it is limited to the formats (Content-type) of "text/xml", "text/plain", "application/json", for the time being.
* Please see our Release note for the detail of New Features: http://www.questetra.com/info/version-1040/

Debugging Execution feature

Future Works
Improvement on Business Process itself to meet the changes of business environments is not an easy thing to do. We will enhance
the features to understand the operational progress and processing performance easier, to support worker-driven Business
improvement.
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